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Explore the world of VEX Robotics
Construction Kits by HEXBUG with
these additional builds and
activities.Each build comes with
individual instructions.
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INVESTIGATION TWO

ABOUT END GAME

CALCULATING THROWING HEIGHT

End Game competes in BATTLEBOTS® against other robots. In BATTLEBOTS®, competitors create
and operate remote-controlled, armed and armored machines. These robots are designed to fight
in an elimination tournament. End Game began competing in BATTLEBOTS in 2018.

How high can End Game’s weapon (at maximum energy generated)
throw a 100kg opponent robot?
Now that you know the kinetic energy of End Game’s
weapon, let’s see how high a 100 kg opponent robot could
potentially be thrown using the following formula:

WEAPON
SPECIFICATIONS

End Game’s spinning cylindrical weapon
weighs 50 lbs, which converts to 22.7 kg.
The cylindrical weapon spins at about
5,000 rpm (revolutions per minute),
which converts to 30,000 deg/sec
(degrees per second).
The radius of the spinning cylindrical
weapon is approximately 16.4 inches,
which converts to 0.208 meters.

Using the details above, we can calculate how much energy (joules) End Game’s weapon is able to
transfer as it spins and makes impact upon an opponent. As End Game’s weapon exerts more energy,
it means the weapon can throw its opponents in the air higher, launch its opponents farther away,
and cause more damage with each strike upon its opponents.

INVESTIGATION ONE

The moment of inertia has units of kg m2 and
is calculated differently for different shaped
objects. For a cylindrical object, like End
Game’s weapon, moment of inertia is
calculated using the following formula:
1
MOI= • (mass in kg) • (radius in m)²
2

CALCULATING INERTIA
To determine the maximum amount of energy, we’ll need to calculate
the moment of inertia first. As mass determines the amount of force
generated at a specific acceleration, the moment of inertia (MOI) can
determine the amount of force of an object rotating around an axis.

Examine the
Calculation Table
Notice that the
weapon mass, the
weapon radius, and
the rotational speed
have all been provided.
Kinetic energy (joules) =

Calculate the
Moment of Inertia
Using the weight and the radius of the
weapon, calculate the moment of inertia
using the above formula. Record your
answer in the calculation table, under
the column labeled moment of inertia.
1
• (Moment of inertia in kg m²)
2

• (

CALCULATION TABLE
REAL END GAME
WEAPON
MASS (kg)

22.7 kg

WEAPON
RADIUS (m)

0.208 m

MOMENT OF
INERTIA (kg m²)

ROTATIONAL
SPEED (deg/sec)

ENERGY
(joules)

30,000 deg/sec

If you wanted to increase the energy, would it be better to increase the mass or the
radius of the weapon?

Calculate the
Kinetic Energy
Once you have found the
moment of inertia, you can
calculate the maximum
amount of kinetic energy
that can be generated.
Angular velocity in deg/sec • π
180

Potential
=
throwing height

energy of weapon
mass of opponent • gravity

Insert the energy of weapon from
the Real End Game calculation table.

The value of gravity is a constant.
Use the following value for gravity in
your calculation - 9.8 m/s²

Are you surprised at the potential throwing
height? Did you think it would be higher or lower?

INVESTIGATION THREE
COMPARING ENERGY
How much energy can the weapon on the VEX® BATTLEBOTS End Game
robot generate compared to the real End Game robot?
We were just able to determine how much energy the real End Game robot can generate. This energy gives
End Game the potential to throw its opponents in BATTLEBOTS. How about the VEX® BATTLEBOTS End Game
robot? How much energy can it generate, compared to the real End Game robot? We can follow the same steps
as the previous investigation. Place all of your answers in the VEX® BATTLEBOTS End Game Calculation Table.

Examine the
Calculation Table
Notice that the weapon mass, the
weapon radius, and the rotational
speed have all been provided.

)²

We already found the moment of
inertia; the next value needed to
determine the kinetic energy is the
angular velocity. Angular Velocity is
defined as how fast the object spins
around the axle. End Game’s
specifications note that the spinning
weapon can reach 30,000 deg/sec.
This value is listed in the chart below in
the column labeled Rotational Speed.
Calculate the kinetic energy by using
the above formula. Record your
answers in the calculation table.

CALCULATION NOTES

VEX® BATTLEBOTS
END GAME WEAPON
SPECIFICATIONS

The spinning cylindrical weapon
weighs 0.044 lbs, which converts
to .020 kg.
The spinning cylindrical weapon
spins at about 60 rpm (revolutions
per minute) at full speed, which
converts to 360 deg/sec (degrees
per second).
The radius of the spinning
cylindrical weapon is
approximately 1.75 inches, which
converts to .0445 meters.

Calculate the
Moment of Inertia
Use the formula from
Investigation One.

Calculate the
Kinetic Energy
Use the formula from
Investigation Two.

CALCULATION TABLE
VEX® BATTLEBOTS END GAME
WEAPON
MASS (kg)

WEAPON
RADIUS (m)

0.020 kg

0.0445 m

MOMENT OF
INERTIA (kg m²)

ROTATIONAL
SPEED (deg/sec)

ENERGY
(joules)

360 deg/sec

How much more energy is generated by the metal End Game robot versus the
VEX BATTLEBOTS End Game robot?
Using the formulas provided previously, determine how far the VEX BATTLEBOTS
End Game robot could throw an opponent that weighs 100g (0.1kg).

